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ABSTRACT

SShock-absorbing concrete, cellular concrete, vias developed and

used in several experiments at the Nevada Test Site to reduce cr atten-

uate ground shock produced from blast loadings. In conjunction with Lhe

field experiments, aft analytical inveitigation involving the use of

computer calculations to predict the. shock propagation through the con-

crete was also initiated. One of the reqilrements of this affort in-

volving computer codes was the development of constitutiVe relatlons of"

the concrete.

This report documents the results of laboratory testni conducted Cn

a .62-pcf-density cellular concrete to determine the static response of

the concrete. -An effort w".a made to test the m*x in several states of

ttress, including uniaxil- strain, hydrostatic compression, and tri- -

dkcial shear,, to deteimine the response+ aspects considered most important

in the development of its cohstitvtive properzties. Representative -;tatic

ttress-strain curves of 62-pef-density cellular concrete C~re presented
k ranging to stress levels as high as 8,000 psi for each of the several

stress states investigated.
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PREFACE

This report documents the results of an experimental program con-

ducted on a shock-absoebing concrete. cellular concrete, for the Sandia

Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico, during the period of April

through June 1971. by personnel of the Soils and Pavements Laboratory,
U.U S. ArmT Eilgineer I-aternvays E~xperiment Station -1WFS), Vicksbuarg,li

Mississippi. The testing program was, funded by the U. S. Atomic Energy

Commission; report preparation was funded by the Defense luclear Agency;

and the effort was coordinated by Mr. C. W. Gulich, Jr., of Sandia

Laboratories.

Mr. G. C. Hoff, Engineering Mechanics Branch, Concrete Laboratory,

- S, provided the specimens and information on the cellular concrete,

which the Concrete Laboratvii had developed for the Sandia Laboratories

for use in several experiments at the Nevada Test Site. h
' The laboratory te.sts were conducted by Mr. E. E. Chisblm, and the

res .Its were analyzed by Mr. J. Q. Ehrgott, under the supervision of

Mr. P. F. HTadale- and Dr. J. G.-jackson, Jr., all'of the Soil Dynamtdcs i
Division. Thi- report vras prepared by Mr. Enrgott. During the conduct

of the study, Mr. J. P. Sale was Chief of the Soils and Pavements

Uaboratory.

"OL Ernest D. Peixotto, CE, was Director of the WES during the

prcpar.:tion !nd publication of this repoi.;. Mr. F. R. Brrom was Tech-

nical Director.
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NIOTATION

G Shear modulus

0. Initial loading shear modulus

F Bulk modulus

K Earth pressure at rest

VM Constrained modulus

p Mean normal stress

e p Mean normal stress change

V V Original volume of test specimen
0

AX" Volume changeK AviV Volumetric strain

w Water content

y Wet unit wr~ight

- d Dry unit uelght

. -Axial strain
a

r Radial strain -I

- - Principal strain difference
a r

.7 Axial stre'ssN- a

AO Axial stress change
a

a Radial stress
r

-, ZY Radial stress change

a. - Principal stress difference
a r

(a - a) Peak p.kincipal stress difference

S- & ) Principal stress difference change
"a r
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CONVES'OTN FACTORS, BRITISH TO METRIC IJNITS OF MEASURELPINT

British units of measurement used in t.his report can be converted to

metric units as follocrs:

By 'To Obtain'

1 nches - 2. 51; centimeters

"feet 0.30o48 meters

pounds (force) per square -inch 0.6894757 netons per square
centimeter

kip- ([force) per square inch 0.6894757 kiionewtons per square
cenritimeter,

z pounds per cubic, foot 16 .O18 L46  kilograms per cubic
"meter.
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CHAPTER] 1

IrITRODUCTTO;h

The U. S. Army Engineer .ater,;ays Experiment Station (VIES), under

NDefense Nuclear Agency sponsorship, has developed a shock-absorbing,

4 backpacking material-(cellular concrete) for use around deeply buried

structures. An extensive )ro~gam has been conducted to design the --

material ,.rith certain required shock-absorbing-properties, to develop

field placement techniques for the designed material, and to develop

field tests to monitor the properties of the in-place material.

The material developed from that project has been used-during -

isc-. al field events at the" NeVada Test Site in conjunction with a pro- - 1.
gram carried out by the Sandia Lab6ratores. "e fi.:ld ana laborkator•

tests performed to date on cellular concrete have provided insight into

its behavi6ral chdradejristi, s ahd th& design pmtrameters that control

its response. However, there is currently a need by Sandia Laboratories

to determine the constitutive properties of cellular concrete to be used

as input for analytical studies of the propagation of ground- shock

through cellular concrete. WES was requested by Sandia. Laboratories to
Sdefine the constitutive nr~oerties of cellula:, concreteý.- T-he .f*uding e

-for this work was provided by the U. S. Atoý'ic Energy Commission.

.1. P URPOSE

The -ourose of this study was to conduct.-t-xerimental laboratory

tests on specimens of cellular concrete to determine tVe constitutive

prorerties of the material that .ould be needed for the derivation of

( constitutive relations in terms of stress invariants.

1.2 SCOPE

-' - This report documents t'bie results of a series of 20 tests to de-

fine the static behavior of cellular concrete under a variety of con-

trolled states of stress< and it describes the analyses of the test data

to determine rep-esentative stress-.rtrain -relations that are t ught to

be most important for use in the development of constitutiVe relations

L § . 7V;7 _ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ :.



- for use in computer code solutions of tw..o-dimensional conitinuum mechahm

ics,- b6undary value probl1ins.
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I'A M- 2
DESCMPTFION OFP EERIMEIZTAL PROG1IA4

The tests conducted under this study included uniayial (UX) strain

tests, special Mix tests with measurement of radial stress (null1 tes-ts),

and. triaxial (T.X') tests with a hydrostatic loading portion and a Zhear

portion. The UY and null tests required 'wat'er-shaned specimens, gefler-

ally 5 inches. in diameter by' 2-1/2 inches high. However, it 'wias also

possible to conduict tests on -5-4 nch-diameter by 1-inch-high specim~ens

in the UX testo device, cylin1drically shaiped sj~edimens wiere required for L
the TX tests; the specimens used in this part of the study were

2/8inches in diameter by 5 inches-long.

2.1 SPECNEN~ PRPAREATION-

Tn general, cellular c&onctete~is th@ name giVers to a adl low-

density, air- entraihedcdoncretes. Many'-of, the jphyiical py6p~tties: df

-*thfg cla6ss of -taterials ;are ~documented Th Reference .1. Afll- &± the t~ests

condidutdd in this study wer~e per-tormed onr -peeen.4 cast -frcf the s~me4

batch of concreute which had Abdetign d~sfisityý of 62-pcf. All:of tfie

specimenhs were cured-atl -room -teniperature; k art, of the material was -

p~dred.-into pasteboard tub~ ti-at were '7 --nches lin diameter by3 f t

long. T% -test zpeciimdns tere later obtained from the tube-encased 14ate~-

ri&l. A second-portfi)n wis 'poured into steel rings,. inches in diam-

eter by 22-i/2 inches -high. Immediately afLer pouringý, the tube specimerus

and the 2-/-ie-hg tiee Y idg specixaens wer'e sealed in pl~astic bags,

to prevent air expoture. the remaining material, ihicli was podred into

1-inch-high bY 5-ineh-;dibimet-er steel rings, Va covereid onily with a

Llight, cardboard covezt, which did -not prevent exposure tLo air*
The material irn the, steel rings was used for the UY. tests. The e-x-

psed end were trlmmeci' down levell wuith t'he top and b6ttom edges of the

Atable of £act6ra- for conveeti'ng Bvitich uhiis of measurement to -:1

metric units is pretented 6f pag4 88
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steel ring.. The was--te pieces 6ff mater al o~btained from the trimimiings

were used f'cr water content deterrninations-. The materiall in the rings-

was weighed for density determinations prior tc its placeme!tt in the I
test device.f

Th mtrilin the i-bsteboard tubesi uas used for die, Vj;- %-lst'.

54-/.i2-Tch;-l-ong sectionýva'2 omt, from eatch 3-root-long tnte. The ~ie~ce F
-was plac-d in a stardard Iab6rstori-' devIce for trih-int, soil:. sj~eri~ens,

and a knifd -was used to cut the 3-inch aiameter dow to 2-1/8 ` nches.

TbtC specimen .,as -then placed in a 5-inch-lo~ig miter b-)x-, and the ends

were cut perpendicular to the speecimeii axis. The wamste mater'ial ob-

tain!d. from the tritunings 4mas us5ed for wat~erý content deterfiinattiot±z.

The dlinensioi!3 anid jigi~t ?f eAr-h -bcAime'n wera measured prior to place- -

mernt, -in the- tes-t dev-iced.

-2.2.ý -CdOiNDUCT.OF RTJIIAXTJAL S IRfl M E4

TeWESAUX- -tst' 'i ddviýE, J6ý4d lirtAhl tud. descýibTed in- Refer-

eficeý - Il e device. -opdb+eres- coniuncr qn. Pd-%e te. netusriC

rbeh loader 36--nodicude rxa tesIees,.shg s ,00ps pc

ihens 5 -inches in diemetercby e!It1~r I. inchi-dr n,-/ ncb'e s h~i~gh. ifh:

rbzd lo;~~ cdinnre-svse afluid' in -thdae deýf5.;~wIzcb pj~odluces a uni~formn

-be~si~ie across !-;he top of' the specimen.' A rigi4ý-st~ee bOundaryý arbunid

tbe zpqc`.ren prevents lIateral ,expawnIon of' the s:eimn;iq., thýýre I s -

no lateral strain. N~rwia%.rementz off the kbtQ;Led preztare arid axiAl de-

fle~tion off the mbecimen's. surface zare-hade continuz-uly. durinG, thUe

tes-t. TFie pre sure and deflection data can then *e used to caliculate

fhe' axial stress a and axial -.train Ii 1 , whic'. -ýr*u-plotted to pro-

ýduce a --u-rie iihose slcorpe zs the constipaie c~duh li.-

Th WS ul'tstdeic i imiltatt-6the EM _tve towvr the -

by 2-1/2 inches high, must be contained. in a ti. te

ring. The ouitside of the steel -in! iS strain-Gaged Iprior -11oplacement
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in the de~vice. As the specimen is loaded in the axia] direction, the

output of' the strain gages is monitored. The second fluid -2ontainer is

pressurized as required to keep the -output of the strain gages at zero.

Measurements of the. axial pressure, axial deflection, and pressure re-

quired to nrevent iatcral ring movement are made. The data are then

-used to cs~cul~te a t r a - axial strain e , and radiala
stre-ss cc The axial- stress ehd strain can be plotted to produce PEr
curve -vhose saove is M i. The axial and Yadial stresses can be Dlotted

to produce a murve wrhose slope is K0 , earth-pressure-at-rest, which

for elasti- mwateriai is related to Poisson's ratio v as

-- - _ _ - (2.1
(2.11/0~

-2.4-~?DC OF THIAIAL TESTS

rhe.W. tP'tts td~r c-ndutted in two teet phases. Firs§t, -each ý;peci-
S-':men va0 encl6ised, in a rubber membrane id pieced in the test device, and

-a bydrostatic tes~t im§s d6nd4uct-ed by loading, -te specirien wvitb enjua-lzPd -t'r~ssure froni all directions. Measurements of the pressure, the

change in :t.e specinen'Is height, and the change in the specimen'1 s c_6ter

S..diseter weie made during the hydrostatic portion, of-the test. These

measuerrents were used to calculate xzeeah n6rmal stress p and volmetric

sirain ,V/V , 91ij ch cart be jpl6tted to produce a turve. whose slope is

the bulk modulus K Tte. shear phase of the tUst iias conducted after

-the -hydrostetic phase. The peak pressiUre reached during the hydrostatic

test was neid constant., and a piston was used to app!LY additional load

:to the specii-m-a- iict-e .il direction., -Trhe load wa' increased until

the specimn could not support aidditiona.l load. MIeasureinents of the

c.onfining pressure, axial load, mid specimo:n height and. diaerater chan-es

made diirins tihe addiioi-2. axial loading ,Were used -to calculate radial

stress C' , ,itnripaJ. .t-ess difference a - r , axial strain c ,-
S r a

radial strain c ' and principal strain "dilfe-enee c -- . -,plotr a
of principal stress differerice versus principai strain difference pro-

duces a curve whose slome- is t:o. times the shea.r moduh-s G .• The peak

-- - -'. ••- r -:,o - - -.. ."" -' -



deviator stresses from several tests conducted at different levels of

confining pressure can be plotted as peak principal stress difference

(aa "-ar)max versus mean no:-mal stress p = (c + 2a )/3 These

points describe the failure envelope of zhe material.

.2.5 SPECIMEN COMPOSITION PROPERTIES

Measurements of water content w , wet unit weight y , aid drj

unit weight yd for each of the specimens tested are presented in

Table 2.1. As described in this report, water content is thie ratio of

the weight of water to the weight of dry material; wet unit weight is

the i•eight of the material per unit volume, and dry -irt weight is the

weight of :a d.ry mterial per unit volume. Also presented in Table 2.1

iS the cure time for each specimen. Cure time is the time from the

niolding of the concrete batch until the material is trimied and tested.

The specimens used in the TX tests had cure times of from 35 to 61

days. "he aveirage water content and wet and dry unit weights were a

proximately 49 percent, 61 pcf, and 41 pcf, respectively. r-he averase

properties of the 2-1/2-inch Uk and null test- specimens wrere appro)ii-

inately the samie as those of the TX specimens. The UX specimlnn in-the

"1-inch-high steel rings were drier than the specimens in the 2-1/2-inch-

high rings. -The 1-inch specimens had average w , y , and d of 26

percent, 53 pcf, and 42 pcf, respectively. The reason for the difTer-

ence can probably be traced back to the storage of the specimens. The

TX, the null, and the 2-1/2-ineh UX specimens were sealed in plastic

bags, but the 1-inch UK specimens were not sealed and undouotedly lost

moisture while exposed to the air.

14
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TABLE 2.1 COMPOSITION PROPERTY DATA FOR CELLULAR CONCRETE SPECIMENS

X5X, unayial strain test; N, null test; TX, triaxial test; S, static;
D, dynamic; NA, not available.

Test Cure 'T1ype Water Wet Dry TX Remarks
No. Time Test Con- Unit Unit Confining

tent Weight Weight Pressure
Sw 7 7Yd a

days pct pcf per ksi

U-1 21 UOX-S NA NA MA ....

.U- 21 UrX-D NA NA NA ....

U-3 24 UX-D NA NA MA ....

U-4 35 UKY-S 27.4 53.6 4i2.1 --

U-5 38 UK-P 26.6 53.4 42.2 ....

U-7 41 UX-S 25. 4 53.2 42.4 ....

4T-8 2 . --s -47.1 61.? 41.5 . ..

N,6 38 N-S J8.0 62.9 42.5 --

11-9 54 N-S 43.6 61.3 G40. 0 ,5 --

T-1 33 TX-S 45.1 -- -- -- Leak during test
-T-2 35 TX-s h9.6' 61.P 140. 9 0,517 -

,,'T-3 35 TX-S 49.5 61.7 4!1.3 9.020 --

T-4 35 TX-S 19.4 67.1 14.9 5.100 Hard spot in specimen

T-5 59 7-S )48.7 61.9 U4,6 1.300 No axial measurement
during hydrostatic
loading

PT-6 60 Tx-S 48.9 6u.5 40.6 1,500 Voids noted, in
speclien

T-7 60 TX-S 50.0 61.7 41.1 3.300 --

T-8 60 TX-S 50.1 6i.1 40.7 7.600 --

T-9 ,61 TX-S 45.9 58.9 40.4 0.000 Voids noted in
"specimen

T-10 61 TX-S 47,7 62.1 42.0 1.000 --

T-!I 61 Tx-S ma 62.0 NA 4.000 --

15
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CHAPTER 3

CONSTITUTIVE PROPERTY TESTS

3.1 UNIPIAL TEST RESULTS

A series of four static LUX and two null tests were conducted for

this study. The axial stress versus axial strain curves from the static

UX and null tests arp- presented in Figure 3.1. Also shown in Figure 3.1

is a list of the specimen height, cure tine, water content, and wet and

drj unit weights for each of the tests. It should be noted that three

of the tests, U-1, U-4, and U-7, were conducted on 1-inch specimens

that were allowed to dry during storage.

The general trend of the test results shown in Figure 3.1 indicates

that the material has a relatively stiff initial constrained modulus

1M , follyoied by a softening or increased rate of strain with increasing

stress at approximately 800-psi axial stress. The material cont-.'.ues to

strain to approximately 25 percent axial otrain, after which the raLe of

strain rapidly decreases and the stre-js-strain curve begins to stiffen.

Since the specimens were unloaded at stress levels below 2,000 psi,

their behavior at hIgher pressures wasnot deteriained. However, it is

assumed, based on the available data, that the material would continue

td stiffen and approach a locked condition at saturation at approxi-

- mately 40 to 45 percent axial strain.

The initial nortion of the uniaxial strain response of the material

is probably controlled by the strength of the particle bonds of the ma-

terial. The sudden increase in rate of strainin:[ may be related to the

structural breakdofwn, or collapse, of these bonds. As the material is

1 oadad, comwlete cellapse of the major bonds occurs, and the amol-nt 7,f

strain the material -undergoes may be related to the empty void space

available to be filled by the broken particles. As what was formerly

air-filled void space becomes filled with the solids ana -free water,

the materiai- stiffens and approaches a locked condition. The only tests

loaded to stress levels high enough to show such behavior were those of

the dried -material, Tests TI-I and U-2b. However, it is rea-onable to

16
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assume that the wetter material would have begun to stiffen at lesser

strain levels, since the wetter material contained a smaller air-Vid

- content and more free water.

Figure 3.2 is an enlarged view of the initial stress-.train plot

for 1iie of the tests, U-4., U-7, N-6, Ni--9, -a.d u-8. Since the purpose

of Test U-4 vas to define the response of the material to );0 percent

strain, the accuracy of' this test shown on the strain scale used in

Figure 3.2 is questionable. Tests U-7, N-6, N-9, and U-8 were con-

"ducted only to relatively small strain levels, and the results were

used to determine tha initial M- . Test N-6 was cycled at axial stress

levels of 100, 300, and 500 ,si, and the results indicate a hysteretic

behavior of the miterial even in the initial loading portion prior to

what is believed to be the onset of structural collapse.

The dynamic Ux tests conducted in this study were intended to pro-

vide some means by which the static data could be qualitatively adjusted

to reflect dynamic conditions.. The dynamic test results are shown in

Figure 3.3. The tests were conducted on I-inch specimens; therefore,

the results can only be compared with static Tests U-l, U-4, and U-7

shown in Figure 3.1.

3.2 M9L T_-hST RESULTS

V-io static null tests, K-6 and U-9, were conducted on 2-1/2-inch-

high specimens. The ax.al stress/axial strain curves for these tests

are presented 4n Figures 3.1 and 3.2.

The null test data may also be used to c.' culate deviator stress

S- a and mean normal stress p =(a + ?a )/- and msay te plot-:ed
a ra

as e. stress path a - a versus p . Becaus- the material is tested
a r

in a condition of unlaxial strain, i.e., E = 0 , the slope of the
r

"stress path curves can be related to Poisson's ratio v for an incre-

mental elastic material, as curve slope

as = (3.1)

and, since earth-pressuare-at-rest
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Ko- V (3.2)

then,

K S= 3 (3*3)

By substitution,

3-S
T777(3*-0

The stress paths for Tests N-6 and N-9 are shown in Figure 3i4.

The slope of the curve indicates an initial low value of Poisson's

ratio, which increases as the stress level increases. Unloading appears

to give lower values to Poisson's ratio than are indicated during load-

ing. The results of Test N-9 were suspect beyond a mean normal stress

off 570 psi because of the following development. Test N-;9 was loaded

td 1,000-psi axial stress without noticeable structural collapse. At

1,000 psi, application of the axial stress was stopped. While the fluid

Dressure used to load the specimen was held constant, the material sud-

denly began to strain. The sudden decrease in specimen volume resulted

in a decrease in fluid pressure before the test operator could adjust

the preýssure level. The axial pressure was then increased to approxi-

mately 1,250 psi prior to utloading, but adjustment of the radial pres-

sure to maintain no lateral strain in unloading was difficult.

3.3 TRIAXIAL TEST RESULTS

3.3.1 HIvdrostatic Ph-se. A series of nine hydros tatic tests were

conducted at peak hydrostatic pressures as high as 7,600 psi. Upon

reaching the desired peak pressure for each test, the pressure (i.e.,

the confining pressure) waz held constant Ahile a shear test was con-

ducted. However, in three of the tests, the specimens were subjected

to cycled hydrostatic loading-prior to reaching peak- "ressure in order

to obtain unloading-reloading hyerostatic res.ponse data. The mean

normal stress versus volhmetric strain curves for the ',rostatij

L8
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phase of the tests are presented ln Figures 3.5 and 3.6. The test re-
" • sults are shown to a stress of 7,000 pDsi in Figure 3.5 and are replotted

to an expanded stress scale in Figure 3.6. Also listed in Figure 3.5

are the cure time, water content, and wet and dry unit weights of each

"of the snecimens. I-
In general, the hydrostatic pressure/volumetric strain curves or

hydrostats are similar to the UX test axial stress/axial strain curves

for this material. The material has an initial stziff bulk modulus to

approximately 60ý-psi mear normal stress, followed by a marked increase

"in strain with increasing stress. The material appears to increase in

.stiffness at approximatey 1,5-0) psi and reaches a maximum stiffness or

maximum K (for the stress levels studdied) at approximateiy 4,000- to

"5,000-psi mean nozmal stress. The apparent iesoftehing of the specimen

in Test '-8 at 5,500 Psi, shown in Figure 3.5, could beý erroneous data

or could be a phenomenon associated w.ith secmdary c6cllapse of material.

The test results do, howeveir. appear reasonable and consistent consid- I

ering the variations in material cive, time and properties.

The unloading-reloading p6rtions of Tests T-3 and S-AI, as shown in

Figure 3.6, indicate a relatively stiff response of the material. The

* large hook or strain recovery note& at low levels of stress in Test T-4

appears questionable. It is not kInov- if the material did, in fact, re-

cover the amount indicated or if the axial measurement system was in

error due to a lifting of the specimen top cap. The reloading portions

of the- two tests appear reasonable.

It should also be noted that th6 specimen in Test T-4 cxintdined a

* hard spot or a nodule of greater -densi ty. T•s r'.sulted in an overall

increase in density for Test T-4 and also may hal -reSulted in a

g.14slightly staffer loading hydrostat.

Figure 3.7 is an enlarged scale piot of the initial loading portion

of several of the tests shown in Figures -3. 5- and 3.6. .Duzring the first

20 psi, the results are questionahle, uiiich cou1d be due to the top cap

seating on t'he specimen. , Test T-2 was cycled at 200 --ud 350 psi, and

the results indicate a hysteretic response behavior of the material

even under relatively low stress levels.

19
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3.3.2 Shear Phase. The results of the shear portions of the TX

tests are showm in Figures 3.8 through 3.11 as plots of principal stress

difference versus the axial and radial stroins. The levels of constant

confining Pressure a at which the tests were conducted are listed inr

each fig-re.

The sign convention used throughout this report is for compression

as positive; therefore, in the shear test plots, a negative radial

strain represents specimen lateral expansion. It should also be noted

in connection with Figures 3.8 through 3.11 that the strains were re-

zeroed at +he start of the shear test portion.

The test data were also used to construct a plot of principal stress

difference versus principal strain difference for each test. Figure 3.12

shows this type of plot for each of the shear tests. The slope of each

of the curves is 2G . The resilta indicate an increase in the initial

value of G with increasing conhining pressure, beginnirng with Test

T-2 conducted at 517 psi. One test, T-9, -as conducted at a lower pres-

aure, 6 psi. Th- initial slope of Test T-9 is higher than those for -i
tests conducted at confining pressures below 2,000 psi; however, based

ion the trend of the other test results, it is doubtful that the results k
of Test T-9 are valid.,

Figure 3.12 also shows a general increase in rate of strain with in-

creasing deviator stress. The rate of straining appears to be greatest

at the lower confining pressures and decreases with increasing con-

fining pressure to 1,500 psi. Above 3,000-psi confining pressure, the

stress-strain curves show little softening effect, and peak deviator

stress is reached at relatively low values of deviator strain.

Onl]y one test, T-6,, was cycled during the shear test phase. -The

results indicate a stiff unloading-reloading shear modulus. Without

additional testing, the unloading-reloading response at other levels of

confining pressure and deviator stress can only be assumed to show the

sw.me general trend.

Figure 3.13 is a plot of principal stress difference versus mean.

normal stress sho-ing the st&tes of stress at failure for the TX tests.

The failure stress for each test was selected as being either the pak
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principal stress diffitrence or the level of principal stress difference

associated dith 15 percent principal strain difference, whichever

occurred firzt. The corresponding mean normal stress at failure was

caL'uated from

p (0 Or) + 0  35

It should be noted that the stress path the material followed up to.

failure in a constant confining pressure shear test plots aj a 3:1 slope

in Figure 3.13 (see the dashed lines). Unlike the uniaxial strain test.

results, the path of a shear test, when plotted on the stress path, is

not a function of the material properties.

uý The failure data plotted, in Figire 3.13 appear consistent except

for Test T-9. The failure deviator stress is somewhat higher than the

trea4 saggested b'y the rest Of the data. in general, at low levels of

p (<500 psi), the erivelope may be flat and similar to the envelope of

a cohesive or bonded material. At midrange levels of p (500 to

2,400 psi), the envelope appears similar to that of ae cohesionless

material. Beyond 2,400 psi, the enveloe begins to flatten agaLn. This

develapment is probably due to the fadt that the material is approaching

saturation. The envelope becomes quite flat at a p > 5,000 psi. The

fact that the failure stress of Test T-8 is somewhat higher than that of

Tests T-11 and T-4 cbuld be due to data scatter or related to the sec-

ondary compaction noted previously in the hydrostatic data. The strehgth

Senvelo-'e for this material is believed to be best represented by a flat

line above 5 ksi mean normal stress.
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2.2- 1 I I
I-TEST SPECIMEN CUR, WATER 'VET UNIT DRY UNIT

NO. H_'IGHT TIME CONTENT WEIGHT -,WEIGHT
INCHES DAYS PERCENT PCF PCF

U-1 1.0 2. NA NA NA2.0 U-4 1.0 35 27.4 53.6 42.1

U-? t.0 41 25.4 53.2 42.4
U-8 2.5 41 47.1 61.2 41.5
N-6 2.5 38 4S.0 62.9- 42.5
N-9 2.5 54 43 3 6.1 42.6

0~.6 _ _ _ _ _ _ •"- I. : -

1.4.

-A:
Oo2

1.0

x

0.6~-

0.2 _ _ I _

I -

0 3 10 1$ 20' ks 30 3S -40

AXIAL STRAfflto,( PERCENT

Figure 3.1 Static uniaxial dnd null test results.
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F - Figu re 3. ttc-u iexil and =13. test- resUits showing initial.
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tETSPECMIEN c-UPF - 'E Ei UNIT DRY UNIT
NO. 6GHTr TIME: CQN:-EN? -. VlIGtT WEICHT.

;XH5 :AYS PERCENT PCs-
.0 U-2 1.0 211 NA. MA NA

U-3 1.0 24 NA t 14
u-s 1.0 38 26.6 53.4 42.2

__ ______ _ _K7 T

A -,

-Adb

J0,

-0.6-

0.2 ___

Is-510 1 20 "25 30 3 0

AXIAL STR'AIN f6, PERCENT -
Figure-33D~wi ..ia! test results
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TES.T CURE WATER WET UNIT DRY UNITSi•O TMECONTENT WtEIGHT WEIGHTI

DAYS PERCENT PCF CFT

T-1 33 45.1 -- -- (LEAKED T-
T-2 3S 49.6 61.2 40.9
T-3 35 49.5 61.7 41.3 ST-4 35 49.4 67.1I 44.9•
T-S 59 48.7 61.9 41.6

T--6 60 4a.9 60.5 40.6 I
T-7 CO 50.0 61.7 41.1
T-8 c0 501 61.1 40.7 {
T-10 61- 47.7 62.1 42.0
T-ill 61 NA 62.0 NA

144

i # "

-T-7
A

*3

* I

2

T-4

0 5 to Is 20 25 30 35 40 45 so
VOLUMETRIC STRAIN AV/V 0 . PERCENT

Figure. 3*5 S atici.iydrostatic test results.
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IL
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f, I 0.4

z 0.3 - _

z
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VOLUMETRIC STRAIN AVIVoT PERCENT

Figure 3.7 Initial loading portion of s-veral static
hydrostatic teats.
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""-.0

0,-0 KSI

-2.5 0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5 15.0

TEST T-9

3C

bf
"-•"•S- ~I 1.0 ".

ar=0.517 KSI

gi _ _.__._ _ _ _ _

0-zz 0 , 7.5 31 0o 32.5 1&0

4 .TEST T-2

10 _ _ _r= 1.0 KSI

0.5 _ _ _

-2.5 0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5 35.0
STRAIN 4f•,-Er, PEW.XNT

TEST T-IO

Figure 3.8 Static triaxial test results; Tests T-9, T-2,
and T-IO.
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05 _ _r= 1.5 KS_

"" b

'. "a,•'

~0.-

- -2.5 0 2.S 5.0 7.5 30.0 32.5

TES f T-7-

4-Ur= 2.02 KS1

0.5 Of
-2.5 0 25 5.0 7.30.0 32.5 135.0

STRAIN + C,, -F,., PERCENT

TEST T-3

Figu~re 3.9 Static tria.cia3. test results; Tests T-6 and~ T-3.k
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r.=3.3 KSI
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i. 0

*1hi _ _.o_ _I:,

10

a.T Iz

____o ____

1.0 -, ~ . IooI.

0- 2.5 5.0 7.5 1010 12.5
STRAIN + f a,-C., PERCENT

TEST T-1 I

Figure 3"10 Static triaxial test results; Tests T-7
and T-U.1
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-II f
~Ur t .6 IKSI
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Figure 3.11 Static triazial test results; Tests T-4
and T-8.
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CHAPTER it

DISMUSSION OF TEST RESULTS

The-te-st results presented in Chapter 3 represent the laboratory
experimental irve~stigation conducted for this study. The general data

trend for each test 6cnditior. and the suspect data were noted. In this

chapter, the most represvntative material response for each particular
imposed stkess condition on a 62.--pef-density mix trith a 60-day cure

time will -be pjresente'd and discussed. TPhe selection of r-epresentative

data is based on laboratory exoDerience. knowledge of the particular test

delvice-ý and measuirement systems, and a general consideration of the re-

sponse of the kiaterial in the other stat~s of stress tested. The reader

-is cajationed that suhrepresentative data do not necessaxily repre-

tsent -the be~t Pbs-ýible set of constitutive properties of cellular conz-

-crete, sinde-extacting correlations between the several states of stress

bitsed- .or-theoretical e-nnnideration.a wei-6 n~t perfo:riiaed,

z~z4.1l ONMIAIAL RESPONSE

A series o4 eight UX tests and tw:o null tests ý,era conducted on[

cellular coricreti_ with an imnose6d state -of str~ess of no lat-~ral strain.

OP these test-, u-hose results -are shownm in- Figures 3.1 and 3.2, only

r__j' three, U.-8, N-6, awud Wý9, were cond-icted on A concrete considered rep-

resentative of a 602-pcf-density mix. The remainin(g- tests weie conducted

on. a drier concrete, probably with A greater air-ivoid ciontent. The

t~st data above the 1,000-psi axial stress leve?. in Test N-9 have pre-

'W viously beer, rioted as being vuspect, as were the very initial axcial

stress dmat(.i20% psi) iin Tests '--6,'N-9, and U-8. It should also be

noted that none of --;e tezts. we-re cohductc~A at 06%. day cure; however,

beyond 1:O days, cure time is beUL-voct to have onDY: a smallI ef fect on

the material proper',ies. This belief is based on the results of the

triaxcial test serif.'s.

--- The mdost reprzsentative axial stress-strain response appears to be

bc-anded by Testts 1r-8 and H-6, if tthe data from, these tests are rezeroed

-to discount the initial strains at lo-wl<¶2i -psi) axi-al. ztress.
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Figure 4.1 shows the estimated representative curve to 1 percent axial

strain. It was not felt that the available test data were representa-

tive of the uniaxial strain response of a 62-pcf-density mix beyond 1

percent axial strain. However, the material should stiffen at smaller

strain levels than those observed in Tests U-I and U-4 because of the

lower air-void content. The level of initial stiffening could be as low

as 20 percent axial strain. Stiffening might continue to an axial stress

level approaching 7,000 psi. At that level, the material should be

nearly saturated, and the slope of the stress-strain curve might be at

its mraximum and be nearly equal to that of the hydrostatic, p versus

6V/V , plot. The secondary collapse phenomenon, noted previously in
0

the hydrostatic tests, might also occur in UX tests -t stress levels
&o greater than 7,000-psi axial stress.

Sin the tests conducted, no significant differences were noted in

the unloading-reloading response of the material. The axial deformation
data Obtained 'rom Test N-6 were obtained-i.rith a lower-range measurement

system that has greater resolution than the unloadings measured in the

tests carried to large deformations. The material does not appear to

be elastic even at low stress levels, arn• the unloading-reloading does

rnot occur along the same stress-strain curve as the loading. Because

at the high stress levels the resolution of the measurements was not as

good as tha-. in Test N-6, it was assumed for the purpose of this study

that the unloading-reloading slopes do not change at higher stress

levels. At very low stress levels (<20'psi) a rebounding otcurs that

can best be described as a hook in the stress-3train curve. The repre-

sentative unloading curve, is shown in Figure 4.11, and it is assumed that

the slope given may be translated to higher stress levels.

4.2 WNIAXIAL 3TIRESS PA.."H RESPONSE

The uniaxial stress path response of cellular concrete to high

stress levels could not be obtained from the resulls of the null tests

conducted because of limitations in the level of stress imposed by the

null device. The data from the null tests must be considered in con-

junction with the yield envelope from the TX test data. Since the yield
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surface des~r'ibes a lower limiting state of' stress, the stress path from

null tests orý. the material should lie !ithin or on the yield surface.

The null datZ'i '(:n be u.-d to describe the initial portion of the stress

path, and-the yield envelope can be used to describe the uniaxial stress -
path at hibher stress levels; i.e., an assumption has been made that

the material has yielded by the time high stress levels have been -

achieved. Therefore, it was assumed that the loading uniaxial stress

path interct!ýts and follows the yield -envelope d~escribed by the TX dfata

above p 0.5 ksi. It should be noted that this *ssumption. could be

in error, q~nce the relations which exist between the Uriiaxial stress

path and thlý yield surface of' various-materials are not completely un-

derstood, aid the- area is current ly a source of' continuiLng research.
Addit'.bnal nullý testz should be conducted to high stress levels,, i.e.,

5,000 psi,, h an attempt to verify~ the assumption made here. Alto,

able, the v-ilbading respbh~e -was assumed based on the available unl~ading ~ ~
bualk and shear moduli (stre'st path Uaop 6 2GiO

Z ~~Figore -4.2 show~ a p otf' the cckfpletC- r~cofamiendsea u~ni:ýxial stress

ý#hti. M6. -i~nitial loading portion to pD 0. i ksi was based on the t

two null tespts * The remainder of-the loading path follows the TX yield

envelope. The initial portion of the loading path is shown. to an Pn- G

larged scale in Figure 4.3.
The unloadi~ng paths as previ~usly mentioned,, wa., based on the rep-

resentative unloading bulk K and she jr 'G_ moduli where the slo-pe of'

the s'tres§s path S _ýan be describe& as equal to 2G/K . Because addi-

tional data were unavAilable ,. it-- was assumed -that the unloading slope

could be translated ;o all levals olf p

The lowe-r or negative un~iaxial stress path was made symmetrical to

the positive uniaiciall stress -path -except at, p < 0.87ksi. The negative

portion belowi p =0.8 k~i was adjusted to reflect a -loss of bond

strength. It should be-ia~ted that thke material, when loaded to high

le-vels o-L p ('i.e#., p > 1i ki) and then. unloade~d, did not crumble or

fall' apartu wh&en- handled. hi observation indicates the material w".

com~acted and possessed some cdh e s, ve strength, the extent of which
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should be evaluated by future study. The intercept was assumed to be at

p = -0.05 ksi. One other important aspect of the negative path should be

noted: If the material is loaded to a stress level below that associated

with structural collapse and then unloaded. the bord strength is pre-

served; therefore, the negative path cou'd be in error.

The slope of the uniaxial stress path is also related to Pois..on's

ratio for an incremental elastic medium in uniaxial strain as described

in Section 3.2. Figure 4.4 shows a p Lot of loading Poisson's ratio N,

versus mean normal. stress as calculated. from the representative uniaxial

btress path previously sho;m in Figure 4.2 under the assumptibn of incre-

mental elastic behavior. The initial Poisson's ratio v of 0.25 ap-

pears reasonable, bnt the plot indicates a large variation, in v versus

mean normal stress as the material is loaded to successively higherF

stress levels. It should be noted that the pldt is only valid for one

state of loading, uniaxial strain, and the values of v may be diffe:r.-

ent if determined forx other states of stress which may exist, such as

loading under conditions of a constant stress ratio.

4.3 HYDROSTATIC RESPONSE -

The test results from the hydrostatic loading tests, showM in Fig-

ures 3.5 through 3.7, appear to be very consistent. The lower numbered

tes s, zuch as T-3 and T-4, were conducted at earlier cure times and

began 'ictural collapse at slightly low..er stress level.,, a develop-

ment v" is reasonable since tte bond stren:th may not have developed
b fully duxring the shorter cure t-ine. This effect wa also =14ed in the UX

test results. The snecimen for Test T-h, as noted previously, appeared

to contain a hard spot that is reflected by its higher density. The

epresentative response o.elected das based on an average of Tests T-6

through T-11.

" bsdFigure 4.5 shows a plot of the representative hydrostatic response

based on the actual test data. The initial slope, except for the ini-

tial 20 t•,i was based on Test T-.2 and is shown in the insert in Fig-

ure 4.5. At hi-her level! of stress, the curve is based on a weighted t
average of Tests T-6 through T-i11. The unloading-reloading response has
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the same characteristics as that noted for the uniaxial r-sponsse,

although the amount of zhe hook in the unloading-reloading might not be

as great as that noted in Test T-4.

Tangent slopes of the representative hydrostat curve shown in Fig-

ure -h. 5 may be used to construct a plot of bulk modulus K versus zean

normal stress. Figure 4.6 shows such a plot and may be used to do-

scribe bulk modulus as a function of mean normal stress. The initial

'--.lue of 1r = 25 -.•si appears reasonable, followed by a rapid de-

crease and then a gradual increase to a maximim value of 400 ksi at

p > 4.5 ksi.

4.4 SHFiaR RESPOinS, 7,

The results of the TX tests are presented as a plot of principal

stress difference versu" principal strain difference in Figure 3.12.

There results were smoothed to construct representative principal stress

'difference/principal strain, difference plots shown in Figure 4.7. The V
slope of each plot is two times the shear modulus G . The initial

loading values of G were selected from each of the curves and are pre-

sented in Figure 4.8 as a plot of initial loading shear modulus G. ver-

sus mean norma. stress. The plot indicates that G. is a function of
1

v and that L. increases as p increases. Test T-9 has a higher

Svalue of (. than t. et indicated by the G. data from tests at

p < 2 kui. it is not known if Test T-9 is in error or if the response

is reasonable. The other shear tests, T-2, T-1O, etc., were conducted

after some level of p had been applied to the material; therefore,

initiation of microfracturing of the bonds in the material might result

in a lower G. at intermediate confining pressure levels (p < 0.5 ksi).

"Figure ;t.8 does not, however, represent the complete shear response

of cellular concrete, since it can be seen from Figure )4.7 that the

slope of the stre.,s-strain curve is also changing as principal stress

difference changes. For each test, the tangent shear modulus was de-

termined at various stress difference levels. Figure h.9 shows the re-

sults as a plot of prihnipal stress difference versus shear modulus.

Each curve represents one shear test at a given confining pressure,
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i.e., p not constant. The curves show the general variation of G

with principal stress difference: G decreases as aa - a r increases.

In general, the plot indicates that under the assumption of an incre-

mentally elastic material, the loading shear modulus for cellular con-

crete may be described as a Panction of both mean normal stress and

principal stress difference.

To illustrate how G varies, a three-dimensional sketch is shown

in Figure 4.10. The Y-X axis of principrl stress difference versus

mean normal stress, respectively, contains the representative failt,

envelope and the loading path of each shear test (shown as a dash[

line). The X-Z axis of mean normal stres:, versus shear modulus contains

the initial shear modulus data (connected by a dashed line) previously

shown in Figure 4.8. The family of curves shown previously in Fig-

ure 4.9 is contained in the three-dimensional space. Whether the sur-

face describing G , which has been generated by the TX test data, is

applicable to other loading states of stress, such as a constant p1

loading, is not known.

4.5 SU1,H4RY OF REPRESENTATIVE DATA

The previous sec'ions include the recommended representative

static stress-strain resj.onse of cellular concrete under various states

of stress. The sections also include the static moduli values and

their variations with one or more conditions of loading. Such informa-

tion, however, does not constitute the complete understanding of the

material. For examnle, it can be shown that the representative hydro-

static stress-strain curve may not be applicable to infer the volum.etric

strain response of the material loaded to a given level of p and then

loaded to some level of principal stress difference. Figure b.ll sholvs

a plot of the representative hydrostatic response. Superimposed on

that plot are the volumetr-ic strain data measured during each of the

shear tests. lThe data reflect the actual level of mean normal stress

t o • ._.' V n i c t h e m a t e r i a l w a s s u b j e c t e d . T h.e r e s u l t s i n d i c a t e i n c r e a s e d

comnaction .rith increasing principal stress diffeý-ence at levels of

p < 2.5 ksi. At P > 3 ksi, the material dilates or shows ex.pansion at

40
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I

increasing levels of principal stress difference. Therefore, chere may

only be one -unique level of mean normal stress where the vol metri.

strain- resPonse is independent of level of rrincipal stress difference

Sfor this particular density. The' nterrslation of te response of the

"material under various states of stress as obsetved from the laboratory

"test dl.a must be considered in the development of const-itutive

relations.

One other point should be discussed. Almost all of the tests that

were performed and all of thb representatv;e curves that were '.veloped

are tr a- static uzn-drained loading condition. The lirited dynamic UX

1:est results shown previcusly in Figueie 3.3, -when compared with static

Itests on similarly cured material, indicate a rate effect. This rate

effect iay be a.plicable U; mrost loading conditions. It is believed
k that the 'foru of the d'yn.amic -strssostrain -reial!'.Ibns for thIs material -.

may be simnilar to the static relations.

4i.
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CHA1TI'Ff 5

SUMM.RY AND REC(M4ENDATIONS

51 SMIA.RY

The purpose of this study was to determine the representative

"stress-strain properties of cellular concrete under various states of

stress that would be needed for tbe derivation of constitutive relations,

A series of static UX test,,. aull tests, and hydrostatic and '1%

shear tests were conducted. 11,P results of these tests were presented

as a series of stress-s rain curves and stress path plots. Fromr these

data and certain assimptions, representative stress-strain relations

were selected to represent the static response of a 60-day-cure, 62-pcf-

density mix of cellular concrete.

dataAssumptions were required in the derivation of the representative

data where the actual data were questionable or lacking. Included in

those assumpticns were the following: (1) Thne uniaxial stress path at

mean normal stress levels above 0.6 ksi was assumed to follow the fail-

ure envelone. (2) The -unloading uniarial stress path was assumed to be

independent of principal stress difference. (3) 9 ie iower yield enve-

lope wras assumed to be nearly symmetrical .dth the upper envelope.

(h) A tension cutoff' of -0.05 ksi was assumed.

The dynamic response of cellular concrete was not investi ated in

this study; however, three dynamic UKI tests were conducted. The results

indicate that the response of the material is affected by the rate uf

loading.

5.2 PMEC0MEN-DATI0NSS

The follo••ing additionnl tests are recommended to supplement the

exristing data:

1. Static U,'. tests should be conducted to 3 ksi with unloadi,'g

at several stres. levels. Null or K 0est-, with unloading, to at= 0

level of p associated with lockup should also be eondu~ted. The pur-

"pose of t'these tests will be to fill the previously menti7rmed gaps in I

iii77*7•, ,- • • "• i... • • -' " "• - " ..



available data and to verify various assumptions that were made in this

report.

2. A limited series of dynamic UX and TX tests should be conducted

at a stress rate similar to that expected in the field loading. Consid-

eration should be given to the uniaxial stress-strain response and shear

strength. The purpo:3e of such a test series wil.I be to all.ow adjustment

of static data to reflect stress rate effects, since the limited dynamic

UX data indicate loading rate effects on both the initial modulus and

the level of structural breakdown of the material.
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